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Design Brief
Course Goal

Constraints

Ultimately the goal of the course is to help
Customer Support Reps (CSR) understand
UberPOOL. It is assumed that with
increased understanding CSRs will better
serve customers and partner-drivers around
the globe.

Wording must be somewhat basic and easy
to understand. Any claims made should be
directly related to what has already been
approved by the legal department as this could
save time getting approval This course must be
fairly simple to develop, deploy, and iterate upon.

Learners & Assumptions

Medium & Tools

We know customer support reps don’t
understand UberPOOL because of recent
survey data. In one month we will send
out a comparable survey and note any
difference. It is critical for both Uber
customers and Uber itself that CSRs
understand UberPOOL because:

With timing and scope as it is, a simple Adobe
Captivate course is most appropriate. CSRs can take
it on their phones or work computers and it should
be fairly painless to execute. The information being
communicated here is just that, information. Thus
complicated graphics and elaborate designs are not
necessary. Captivate will provide us data on the
back end that will allow us to measure on a basic
level whether the CSRs are taking the course,
how they are scoring on it, and could bring to light
additional understanding of the root problem.

CSR will likely resell/retain more customers
Customers will likely use/enjoy Uber more
Adoption of UberPOOL will increase
CSR will be empowered to better serve
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Lesson Objectives (learning outcomes)
Uber Customer Service Representatives should be able to:

Name the primary benefit to customers for using UberPOOL
Identify the steps to how UberPOOL works

Assessments

Specific questions that if answered correctly will indicate the necessary understanding has been acheived.
1) Multiple Choice: What is the greatest benefit to customers in using UberPOOLs?
a) It’s more social
b) Save money
c) It’s a unique experience
d Save time
2) Drag and drop: Please organize the steps customers take when using UberPOOLs in the correct order.
3) Fill in the blank: list the three top benefits to using UberPools

UberPOOL 101: Jerry’s Question

screen 1

Story: A call comes in
and it’s Jerry - a partnerdriver- on the line. He
asks you about
UberPOOL. A customer
was mad that he didn’t
wait. “They kept shouting
UberPOOL! and I had
no idea what they were
saying! What is that?”
Your response:

What would you tell
Jerry?

Learners hear a brief story and are prompted to write what they understand about UberPOOL.
While this is not graded, the act of reflecting on the topic and getting into the story will focus
their attention on subject matter and prime them to have an effective learning experience. Of course
this depends on their attitude and desire to improve and engage with the training.

UberPOOL 101: Introduction
UberPOOL 101
what | why | how

screen 2
Thanks for reviewing
UberPOOL with us in this
course. Your time is
valuable and so we’ve
made this micro course
to be only 30 minutes
long. If you give your full
attention you should be
able to understand
this exciting new service
and immediately begin
helping people in your
area. When finished you
should be able to
explain the what, why,
and how of UberPOOL.

A brief introduction on topic, being human with the learners by honoring their time and setting
appropriate expectations.

UberPOOL 101: What?
UberPOOL 101
What is UberPOOL?

screen 3
Let’s go back to Jerry’s
question. What exactly
IS UberPOOL?
[content expertise]

1. Thing 1
2. Thing 2
3. Thing 3

In returning to the story, the learner is now given the direct answer to exactly what UberPOOL is,
and on the screen the key elements of the service are listed.

UberPOOL 101: What?

screen 4
Ok, let’s say you receive
another call. This time
it is a customer named
Jana who said she heard
something about
carpooling with
Uber from a friend. “Can
you help me understand
what UberPOOL is?”
What do you
say?

Your response:

Now in a slightly different context, the learner can respond with any new knowledge they picked up
and while writing a response solidify the WHAT of UberPOOL.

UberPOOL 101: Why?
UberPOOL 101
Why UberPOOL?

screen 5
Knowing what UberPOOL
is, why might customers
or partner-drivers even
care? Who cares?
Reflect on what you wrote
in response to Jana’s
question on the previous
slide. What benefits or
reasons would you give
to her for using
UberPOOL?

Your response:

The conversation continues as the learner now must alter their thinking from purely functional thinking
to a benefit-centric mindset. In a similar pattern, we are priming them for the benefits of the service
that will be discussed in the next slide. These responses will not be graded, but serve the purpose
of a learning activity.

UberPOOL 101: Why?

screen 6
In our research of over
57,000 Uber customers
and partner-drivers in
areas where UberPOOLs
has been operating we’ve
found these to be the
top benefits for customers.

UberPOOL 101
Why UberPOOL?

The most significant benefit
is Benefit 1. Why?
Benefit 1

Benefit 2

Benefit 3

[content expertise]

This slide delivers the critical content that we expect the learner to be able to remember later. Images,
key words, and repetition are important to helping this stick.

UberPOOL 101: Why?
UberPOOL 101
Why UberPOOL?

screen 7

Now that you’ve seen
some of our research,
what additional benefits
from those you first shared
with Jana would you talk
to her about?

Your response:

There are a few reasons to continue returning back to the conversations, but a big one here is that
the learners should begin to integrate the new (and correct) knowledge with what they thought or
knew before. The final quiz at the end wil verify that this transfer has happened successfully.

UberPOOL 101: How?
UberPOOL 101

How does UberPOOL work?

screen 8

As you know, keeping
Uber running each day is
more difficult than people
think. Just like other Uber
services, there are many
steps that go into a smooth
UberPOOL experience.
Here’s your challenge: put
each step in the
UberPOOL process in
order.

That’s Correct!

Rather than talking through the whole process, the learner here will be learning the steps of the
process while trying to put it in the correct order. Ideally after working with it for a time they will begin
to intuit the correct process, especially since they already have experience with other Uber services.
Captivate should allow for a variety of options here, either allowing them to get it wrong and try
again, or moving forward regardless of what order they put it in.

UberPOOL 101: How?
UberPOOL 101

How does UberPOOL work?

screen 9

How did you do?
The process for
UberPOOL is . . . .
[content expertise]

This is a recap of the correct process, which should be pretty clear to the learner after they’ve already
spent a few minutes playing around with the order of each step. That being said, on this slide the
correct order, and important reasons for that order are given to provide ultimate clarity.

UberPOOL 101: Review
UberPOOL 101
what | why | how

screen 10

Great! You are just about
ready for the quiz.
Here is your chance for a
quick review.
What is UberPOOL?
[expert answer]
Why do customers use it?
[expert answer]
How does it work?
[expert answer]

Without getting too repetetive, this final review slide should act as a bookend to the micro-course.
The real challenge will be to review these points in a meaningful and brief way without beating the point
to pieces yet still ensuring that the information has been communicated.

UberPOOL 101: Quiz
Check Your Knowledge (1 of 3)

screen 11

[Narrates questions]

1) What is the greatest benefit to customers in using UberPOOLs?
a) It’s more social
b) Save money
c) It’s a unique experience
d Save time

Learner will be required to select one answer. If incorrect, there will be a brief note to try again. If
incorrect again, they will be linked back to the slide with the answer.

UberPOOL 101: Quiz
Check Your Knowledge (1 of 3)

screen 12

[Narrates questions]

2) Organize the steps customers take when using UberPOOLs
in the correct order.

Learner will be required to put the steps in the right order. If incorrect, there will be a brief note to
try again. If incorrect again, they will be linked back to the slide with the answer.

UberPOOL 101: Quiz
Check Your Knowledge (3 of 3)

screen 13

[Narrates questions]

3) List the three top benefits to using UberPools

Learner will be required to write in their answer. If incorrect, there will be a brief note to try again. If
incorrect again, they will be linked back to the slide with the answer.

UberPOOL 101: Introduction
UberPOOL 101
what | why | how

Your feedback:

Learner leaves course feedback which will be tied in with their scores.

screen 14
Congrats! Thanks for
taking this course. As
always, please rate your
experience and leave
us a note so we can
better serve you in the
future!

